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ef200 Series
27 HP - 35 HP

compact tractor



Strong, comfortable and faSt…

Introducing the EF200 from Yanmar,
the ultimate high-performance tractor. Built for  
the future, but ready for you right now!

We started out by installing our newly 

developed TNV series diesel engine 

which simultaneously offers greater  

power and environmentallyfriendly  

performance. We then worked towards 

creating the best possible balance  

between handling a variety of  

implements, riding in comfort and 

ease-of-operation. 

The overall design for this tractor  

set in motion the evolution of  

numerous improvements to offer you a  

completely new brand of compact 

tractor in an attractive new style that 

is available to you right now!

EF200 Series

EF 227 H  •  • •
EF 230 H Hydrostatic •  • •
EF 235 H   •  • •
EF 227 M   •
EF 230 M  Mechanical  •
EF 233 M   • •

The ultimate tractor is strong, comfortable and fast, all at the same time. And giving you all this, in a  
balanced style that you’re sure to appreciate, was our goal in developing the Yanmar EF200 series tractor.
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tnV direct-injection dieSel engine

Lightweight & compact, with optimum front 
and rear balance
The EF200 series tractor is lightweight and compact, and was 
designed with optimum front and rear weight distribution for 
maximum stability even when implements are attached.

Maximum travelling speed of 30 km/h
A fast travelling speed gets you from one work site to another 
quickly, minimising travelling time and optimising work rate. 
With the EF200, you will be comfortable driving on any street 
or any road at a top speed of 30 km/h*.

Designed with your work in mind
The EF200 from Yanmar comes standard with both  
middle and rear PTOs, and has an optional front attachment  
available as well. Together with its large lifting capacity, the 
EF200 lets you utilise a wide variety of implements in the way 
you want and the way you need.

*When using 9.5-22 agricultural tires [EF235]

The MP2 monoplunger system
The MP2 monoplunger system distributes a balanced 
supply of fuel to each cylinder using a single plunger.  
Delivering a more precise fuel mist through high  
pressure injection and optimizing the injection timing with  
an oil-pressure timer has enabled us to bring you even 
greater efficiency in fuel combustion than ever before.

The EF200’s new TNV direct-injection diesel 
engine offers you both greater power and 
excellent combustion efficiency. 

This powerful new engine brings out the 
maximum in tractor performance while at the 
same time also reduces fuel consumption 
and minimises exhaust emissions.

Yanmar advanced technology means cleaner  
exhaust and lower fuel consumption.



maximum comfort

With an excellent degree of comfort and the spacious cabin size of the EF200, you will enjoy a 
first-class ride even while you work. Designed particularly with your comfort in mind, the EF200 
keeps you from feeling tired even over prolonged working hours, and the low seat positioning 
offers a greater sense of security than ever before.

[1245 mm with lug tyres 9.5-22]

1315 mm 2950 mm
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low Vibration and low
noiSe meanS leSS fatigue
A “floating deck” system of anti-
vibration rubber body mounts has 
been designed into the EF200 to  
reduce both vibration and noise 
while you work, giving you a  
comfortable ride and keeping you 
from the conventional wear and tear 
of extended hours on the job.

8 heater VentS
A total of 8 overhead heater vents 
are built-in to the front and both 
sides of the cabin ceiling. Even  
during the cold season, the EF200 
will keep you warm and comfortable.

eaSy-to-read  
inStrument panel
Its large letters and symbols make the 
instrument panel on the EF200 both 
easy to read and easy on your eyes. 
The built-in illumination lets you work in 
safety and with confidence even in the
twilight hours and at night.

fully-opening windowS
Yanmar wants you to be comforta-
ble in all types of weather. To that 
end, the front and rear windows of 
the EF200’s cabin were designed 
so that they can be flipped up to a 
fully-opened position and you can 
open or close them according to the 
climate or to suit your preference at 
any given moment.

Lightweight & compact, with ideal front and rear balance

360-degree visibility

Even with its cabin installed, the EF200’s 360-degree  
panoramic field of vision guarantees you all-around visibility 
with virtually no blind spots, so you can work safely and with 
peace of mind.

optimum lever positioning through in-line shifting

The EF200’s consolidated arrangement of levers puts opera-
tion related to shifting gears [range shift & PTO] on the left-
hand side of the driver’s seat and hydraulic operations to the 
right. Additionally, an in-line gear-shift pattern is employed in 
order to make operation even easier.

Easier accessibility to the ScV

For easier operation and less interference when the Front 
Loader or mid-mower is installed, the SCV lever has been 
moved to the right-side panel. This makes operation of  
implements from the driver’s seat much easier and much  
more convenient.

one brake pedal for greater safety

At Yanmar, we know the problems with dual brake pedals. 
That’s why we designed the EF200 with a single brake pedal 
for greater safety and ease of operation.

clutch free operation

The EF200 makes range shifting and PTO operation possible 
without the use of a clutch. Shift gears easily just by moving 
the lever.

Improved design safety

•  If the range shift and PTO levers are not in neutral, the  
engine can not be started.

•  A safety switch built into the seat automatically stops the 
engine if you stand up or dismount from the tractor.



eaSy operation

In consideration of the high level of flexibility required by professional users, Yanmar has built in a 
greater level of ease-of-use into the EF200 series. With even more functional and easily accessible 
positioning of levers and various other devices, this tractor offers you the maximum in convenience 
and flexibility.

Steer with minimum effort
Hydrostatic power steering is stand-
ard in the EF200, so you can turn the 
wheel with a minimum of effort. This 
then makes overall handling easier 
and lessens driving fatigue even 
over long hours or during work that 
requires a lot of turning.

2wd  4wd  
dualSpeed buttonS
The EF200 lets you switch between 
2WD and 4WD and dual-speed 
from the driver’s seat in order to suit 
the type of work that you need to 
accomplish.

cruiSe control
When working or traveling from one 
site to another, simply pull out the 
cruise control lever and you can run 
automatically at a constant speed until 
you depress the HST pedal.

dual-Speed turning
Press the Dual-Speed button and 
the front wheels will rotate at twice 
the speed of the rear tires, enabling  
smooth turning that minimises  
damage to turf.



highly VerSatile

The life-blood of a tractor is its power performance. Starting with its PTOs and powerful lifting  
capacity, the EF200 from Yanmar comes fully equipped to respond to a wide range of  
applications. You’ll feel the versatility and advanced capabilities of the EF200 in whatever type 
of job you do.

3 pto locationS
In order to enable you to attach a variety of implements, 
the EF200 offers both middle- and rear-mounted PTOs. 
A front attachment is optional.

Middle-Mounted Pto

ReaR-Mounted Pto

FRont [Pto+liFting systeM]



eaSy maintenance

Easy of maintenance is another important issue for any professional operator. With the EF200 
series tractor from Yanmar, tractor maintenance has never been easier, and the more you use the 
EF200 the more you’ll feel its advantages.

Fully-openable bonnet

Engine access is simple as the bonnet 
can be opened fully without the need for 
tools. And removal of the side cover is just  
as simple.

Dual-element air filter

So that you can work without worry even 
at dust sites and locations that are not 
so engine-friendly, a heavy-duty dual- 
element air filter has been adopted for 
the EF200’s engine.

1200 Kg lifting capacity
By incorporating a more powerful 
lifting capacity, the applications for 
the EF200 have been widely ex-
panded. Whatever implements you 
need to use, the EF200 can handle 
them with ease.

high-performance proprietary mower decK 
[60-inch, Side diScharge]
Yanmar’s uniquely developed mower deck takes the flow of grass and other
cuttings into consideration and employs a streamlined design which increases  
in size in the direction of discharge for superior mowing performance.

yanmar’S excluSiVe 
mid-mower decK
At an exceptional 150 mm, the 
ground clearance on Yanmar’s pro-
prietary midmower deck is at the top 
of its class, and it is now easier than 
ever before to attach and detach the 
mower deck.

external hydraulic outlet
The EF200 comes with 2 outlets 
situated in the middle of the tractor 
and one in the rear. 

conVeniently located 
SerVice pointS
Important maintenance points, such 
as the water separator, fuel filter,  
and oil level dip stick, are all  
conveniently situated in plain sight 
on the right side of the engine for 
easy and direct access.

•  Even with the cabin installed, 
maintenance on the oil  
pressure cylinder case and 
internal maintenance on the 
transmission can be  
accomplished without the 
need to remove the cabin.

•  The rear axle oil seal  
can also be easily accessed 
and changed.



ef233m [mechanical tranSmiSSion model]

With rear-mounted ropS

The EF233M, Yanmar’s EF200 series mechanical transmission 
tractor, is the perfect tractor for those whose work is focused 
on rear PTO applications. 

Though the structure of the tractor itself is purposefully simple, 
we have installed Yanmar’s new direct-injection TNV engine 
for more than enough power in addition to lowered fuel costs.
Then, in order to enable you to smoothly handle a wide range 
of attachments, we further focused our efforts towards easy-
to-use positioning of the levers and on work speeds that  
correspond to all types of implements.

optimum Lever positioning through In-line Shifting

Just like with other Yanmar HST models, the EF233M’s  
consolidated arrangement of levers puts operation related to 
shifting gears [range shift & PTO] on the left-hand side of the 
driver’s seat and hydraulic operations to the right, while the  
in-line gearshift pattern makes operation even easier.

SynchroniSed reVerSer

Switch between forward and reverse with just a single 
lever. The EF233M’s synchronised gear allows forward 
and reverse switching to be accomplished much more
smoothly than ever before.

12 forward and reVerSe SpeedS

The EF233M offers a hearty 12 forward and reverse 
speeds. Creep speeds, of course, come standard,  
allowing excellent response to super low-speed work 
such when using Stone Buriers, etc.



implementS [for the ef233m]

Economical pto

The PTO gear on the EF233M enables both 540 and 540E 
rpm operation. When, for example, using a Wood chipper  
or Backhoe where high engine revs are not especially  
necessary, just set the PT to 540E and work at low  
engine rpm. This saves on unnecessary fuel consumption and  
reduces engine noise as well.

Plough cultivatoR

heavy-duty MoweR

Flail MoweR

RotaRy tilleR Backhoe

Work with a wide range of implements

The EF233M’s hydraulic lift handles heavy implements up 
to 1200 kg just like Yanmar’s proprietary HST transmis-
sion, thus allowing you to work with a generous range of  
attachments with ease. The use of 6 plies means tyres hold 
their shape for stability and confidence even when heavy 
implements are being used.



implementS [for the hSt modelS]

Mid-MoweR & gRass catcheR Flail MoweR

RotaRy tilleR PoweR haRRow

FRont BRush aeRatoR

ReaR RotaRy MoweR tRaileR

FRont loadeR



SpecificationS

Model EF227H EF230H EF235H EF233M

Dimensions

Overall length [mm] 2950

Overall width [mm] 1315 [1235 with lug tyres 9.5-22] 1235

Overall height
ROPS [mm] 2390 [2435 with lug tyres 9.5-22] 2435

Cabin [mm] 2000 [2035 with lug tyres 9.5-22] N/A

Tread
Front [mm] 990 [970 with lug tyres 9.5-22] 1000

Rear [mm] 1000 [1005 with lug tyres 9.5-22] 1005

Wheel base [mm] 1600

Ground clearance [mm] 155 [200 with lug tyres 9.5-22] 200

Weight
ROPS [kg] 970 985 940

Cabin [kg] 1090 1105 N/A

Engine

Make Yanmar

Model 3TNV82A 3TNV84 3TNV88

Type 4-Cycle, water cooled diesel, direct injection

Output SAE Gross
[hp/
rpm]

26.5/2500 31.8/2600 34.9/2600 33.4/2500

No. of cylinder 3

Displacement [cc] 1331 1496 1642

Fuel tank capacity [L] 28

Battery capacity [V-AH] 12-40

Steering Hydrostatic power steering

Brake Wet disc

Clutch Main clutch Non Dry, single

Transmis-
sion

Type Hydrostatic Mechanical

Speed range 3-Range F:12 / R:12

Synchronized reserver Non Yes

Forward [km/h] 0-29 [with lug tyres 9.5-22]
0-30 [with lug tyres 

9.5-22]
0.3-20 [with lug 

tyres 9.5-22]

Reverse [km/h] 0-29 [with lug tyres 9.5-22]
0-20 [with lug tyres 

9.5-22]
0.3-19 [with lug 

tyres 9.5-22]

Dual Speed Turning Standard N/A

Turning radius [mm] 2400 [w/o brake]

PTO

Type Independent, wet disc, mechanical Transmission driven

Mid [rpm] 2000 N/A

Rear [rpm] 540 540 / 540E

Hydraulic 
system

Hitch 3-Point hitch

Category Category 1

Max. lifting capacity [at end] [kg] 1200

Hydraulic pump capacity [L/min] 22 23 22

Tyre size

Standard [Turf tyre] 24x8.50-12, 315 / 80D-16
[Lug tyre] 6-14, 

9.5-22

Optional
[Lug Tyre] 6-14, 9.5-20
[Lug Tyre] 6-14, 9.5-22

[Turf tyre] 25x8.50-
14, 315 / 80D-16

[Turf tyre] 24x8.50-
12, 315 / 80D-16

Mower 
deck

Model RM60 N/A

Discharge Right side N/A

Cutting height [mm] 25-102 N/A

Cutting width [mm] 1520 N/A

Weight [kg] 120 [w/o link] N/A
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www.yanmar.eu

 dealer  

Head Office

Yanmar Co., Ltd.

YANMAR FLYING-Y BUILDING,

1-32 Chayamachi, Kita-ku,

530-8311 Osaka, Japan

www.yanmar.com 

Regional Office / Sales & Service

yanmar europe b.V. 

brugplein 11, 1332 bS almere, the netherlands

t +31 [0]36 549 3200

f +31 [0]36 549 3209 

www.yanmar.eu


